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“…narrowing uncertainty in regional climate predictions is not just about climate sensitivity. A much wider range of processes is relevant, and improving the representation of these processes in models is both a major challenge and a real opportunity.”

(Hawkins and Sutton, 2009)
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The ASM program must concentrate on coupling the core model components and adapting them to the Arctic where necessary. No basic development work should be attempted on the physical core unless it is absolutely necessary for bringing the accuracy of ASM simulations to within a defined tolerance. If so, this work should be conducted in close consultation with the modeling center from which the concerned model derives. The prime ASM focus should be on expanding capabilities of its biospheric and human dimensions components.

1. Decadal arctic climate projections.
2. Weekly and seasonal arctic prediction.
3. Downscaling (upscaling) from (to) global climate models for \textit{in situ} arctic observations and civil operations.
4. Model-and-observation synthesis aiding an arctic observing system design, interpretation of measurements, process studies, and model validation.
5. Understanding complexity, variability and adaptation of the arctic system and society’s role and response in the evolution of that system.